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CHICAGO’S NEIGHBORHOODS
With 77 distinct communities, Chicago truly is a city of neighborhoods.
Each has its own ﬂavors, traditions, culture and personality, as well as dozens
of things to see and do. Here are just a few of Chicago’s great neighborhoods.
Discover more at choosechicago.com/neighborhoods-and-communities

Lincoln Park

Anchored by the 1,200-acre park and one of the
nation’s only free zoos, Lincoln Park is a pleasant
mix of historic buildings, great shopping, trendy
restaurants and hip nightlife.

Don’t Miss
Armitage Avenue
Shopping Corridor
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Discover boutique shops, salons, restaurants
and thrifty second-hand stores along
Armitage Avenue — as well as Halsted
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retail storefronts below, making for a day of
pure shopping bliss.

Peggy Notebaert Nature Museum
An urban gateway to wildlife, nature and
science, this museum features hands-on
exhibitions perfect for visitors of all ages.
Learn about Chicago’s ecology, interact with
live animals and get lost amongst the
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(2430 N. Cannon Dr.)

Chow Down
Floriole Cafe & Bakery
From humble beginnings selling French
pastries at the local Green City Market, Floriole
has transformed into a neighborhood favorite,
serving up specialty breads, sandwiches and, of
7CIFG9 D5GHF=9G ,HCD6M:CF575DDI77=BC5B8
chocolate-ﬁlled croissant to start your day.
(1220 W. Webster Ave.)
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R.J. Grunts
After exploring Lincoln Park Zoo or the Lincoln
)5F?CBG9FJ5HCFM F9:I9@K=H<5A95@5H+ # 
Grunts, a funky establishment with a devilmay-care atmosphere and menu that is sure to
please every palate. (2056 N. Lincoln Park W.)

Victory Gardens Theater

Balena

A Tony Award®-winning theatre company,
/=7HCFM 5F89BG<5G699BDFC8I7=B;8MB5A=7
and inspiring plays since 1974. Catch a show
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for a truly memorable experience.
(2433 N. Lincoln Ave.)

Italian-inspired cuisine and worn-in
décor make diners feel right at home at this
=6 CIFA5B8F9GH5IF5BH ,<5F9CB9C:5@9B5G
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of hand-made pastas and spit-roasted meats, ﬁsh
and vegetables. ' !5@GH98,H 
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